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Monitoring Traffic Optimization in a Smart Grid
Guillaume Habault, Maxime Lefrançois, François Lemercier, Nicolas Montavont, Periklis Chatzimisios, and Georgios Z. Papadopoulos

Abstract—The emergence of microgeneration systems steadily increases, and it raises concerns regarding their impact on the power grid. It is, therefore, crucial to efficiently integrate them into future smart grid architectures, as there is not any standard way to monitor production units. Moreover, current data collection systems are simple and do not consider their impact on local area networks. This paper presents a set of proposed mechanisms that reduces the monitoring traffic, while offering management flexibility on large-scale systems. This study is illustrated with measurements performed on a small grid, and it shows that, for monitoring a photovoltaic production, both 1-min and 1-s intervals provide the same production estimation, while significantly decreasing the associated traffic. It can be reduced even more by aggregating several measurements during a given period before sending them and by using specific mechanisms to ensure reliability. This experiment also helps authors identify best practices for monitoring different equipment based on their behaviors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, there are a number of notable challenges taking place in the energy domain. As stated in Eurelectric survey, the grid requires to adapt to the shift away from fossil energies and the emergence of less-reliable renewable micro-generation. Indeed, Fig. 1 provides the scope on certain open energy issues and emphasizes their levels of criticality. We noticed that some issues still require some actions to especially solve Energy efficiency and Renewable energies integration, which, according to this figure, have the most significant impact on the energy sector [1].

With the arrival of electric vehicles (EVs) and the growing number of electric appliances, the need for electricity and proper management [2] is steadily increasing. However, it poses certain challenges as current distribution networks will not be sufficient to transport the required amount of electricity, especially during peak hours. Their enhancement is not envisioned for a near future due to the associated high cost. Therefore, it is particularly recommended to consider the use of energy storage or employ local production in order to assist the distribution network and avoid any outage. As a result, in the following years, the development of tools and systems that facilitate use of local production and that optimize consumption management will become essential.

Nowadays, utilities do not subsidize monitoring equipment of local production systems, as they do not directly benefit from them. However, the unpredictable nature of renewable sources makes it difficult for them to estimate consumption of sites equipped with such production units. Therefore, considering the popularization of these installations, utilities would gain from
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Fig. 1. Focus from the World Energy Issues Monitor in 2016.
having access to production information for a better grid planning and management. This situation leads to the installation of nonstandard production meters or monitoring equipment at users premises. Each industrial player has its own device, which often does not provide communication capabilities, while potentially limiting the information to an LCD screen. Properly monitoring these installations and connecting such devices to the grid would be a significant advantage for utilities. Nevertheless, there is currently no standard to interconnect these devices with the smart grid and to inform on the production capabilities of these sites.

Meanwhile, smart appliances are being more embedded with communication and control capabilities, offering users the opportunity to automate them. Such management and automation could even go further, and be related to the actual production, by linking them with production information.

According to [3], future smart grid architectures will probably rely on both advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) (used by “consumption” smart meters) and Internet (used by smart appliances). Such a future energy architecture will be composed of several management systems (MSs). These devices will manage given sites, areas, or groups by collecting and analyzing information coming from managed devices as well as corresponding AMI’s smart meters and external services (ESs) available via Internet. For instance, MSs could utilize all these collected data to control consuming devices and decide how production will be used (stored or directly consumed) in order to reach an equilibrium between consumption and production. As a consequence and in order to enable an efficient management, MSs require data from all devices that consume, produce, or store energy.

In this paper, we investigate methods that lower the impact of continuously monitoring equipment. We propose a set of mechanisms that allow efficient equipment monitoring while reducing corresponding traffic.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of the state of the art. Then, we present the context in which this study lies and the considered hypotheses. Section IV lingers over the five mechanisms proposed in this study to limit 1) the monitoring payload, 2) the monitoring traffic, and 3) the effect of network losses (NL), while maintaining high quality of data as well as providing flexibility in the process. The performances evaluation of the proposed solutions are illustrated with a photovoltaic (PV) panel monitoring testbed. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper and provides some thoughts for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Local energy production and the usage of renewable sources for electricity production are recognized trends in the evolution of the grid, especially in smart cities [4]. However, it comes with a number of issues, such as how to integrate these new energy sources in the power grid or how to store the energy. The emergence of EVs is also introducing new problems for the grid, in terms of peak consumption, or mobile battery [5]. In order to mitigate these issues, a Demand Response MS is often proposed in the literature to balance the load between production and consumption [6].

All these applications require a dedicated network architecture. Such a network is dense by nature and composed of a wide range of communication technologies [7]. Because this network requires to run different applications, it needs to provide different levels of quality of service, while controlling the energy consumption of sensitive parts of the network [4]. Deng et al. [6] insist on the bidirectional feature of the network to enable communication between consumption and production units and the infrastructure without a predefined hierarchy. On one side, the network should provide monitoring and reporting from the consumption and production units. On the other side, incentives or consumption policies help in controlling the load remotely.

Regarding the communication aspects, Ahmad et al. [8] propose a nonorthogonal multiple-access concept for smart grid communication to improve spectral efficiency. It allows increasing the bandwidth or the number of supported users. In [9]–[11], cognitive radios for smart grid systems are discussed. They show that every level of the smart grid communication could benefit from cognitive radio-based architectures, by employing mechanisms such as suboptimal distributed control algorithms to optimize medium access, physical layer, or routing decisions.

Data aggregation is another feature needed for the smart grid, given the large amount of monitored data. Aggregation techniques such as LEACH [12] and its derivative improve the energy efficiency of a large number of nodes by clustering the network. Those protocols are widespread in a dense WSN, but offers less interest in our single-equipment scenario.

In this paper, we propose several mechanisms to provide an efficient monitoring system that relies on the Internet of Things paradigm. Complementary to [13]–[15], our challenge is to control the network usage, while maintaining high accuracy of collected data. A solution to reach this goal is to avoid continuous data retrieval by clustering and predicting collection points [16]. Following a similar concept, Gedik et al. [17] proposed a distributed approach that divides the sensing units into a collection part and a prediction part in order to still provide good quality of data. In the following, we will deeply study the tradeoff between monitored data, its interpretation, and the real-time features depending on the monitoring frequency.

III. BACKGROUND DESCRIPTION

As previously mentioned, in the near future, it will become harder for utilities to manage efficiently the grid. In addition, users could benefit from managing locally their production. Therefore, there is a need to monitor local production and interconnect it to smart grid architectures. Such an innovative architecture designed around MSs should provide the tools for management and control of local devices, assisted with collection of measurement values and ESs.

In this paper, we consider such a scenario, where MSs manage a set of devices. These devices could be monitoring nodes (monitoring and/or controlling nonsmart equipment) or smart appliances (devices already equipped with communication and control capabilities). MS directly communicates with these devices, i.e., it receives measurement information at regular intervals and sends control commands. These communications will occur within the local area network (LAN) through different
types of access technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4, Wi-Fi, or Ethernet.

However, such systems will employ several of these devices, which will increase the traffic in LANs. Moreover, some of these devices are constrained in terms of processing, memory, or battery, which introduces additional challenges in the system. It is, therefore, critical to minimize their traffic in the network, to avoid overloading LANs with monitoring and controlling packets, while at the same time to reduce their consumption in order to preserve lifetime of battery-operated devices.

Fig. 2 illustrates such a configuration with a testbed located in IMT Atlantique, Rennes Campus, France. This nanogrid is a smaller managed grid that can produce, store, and consume electricity. It is composed of the following:

1) an Arduino MEGA, monitoring the production of a fixed 50-W PV panel;
2) various controllable smart plugs, monitoring the consumption of noncontrollable appliances—a coffee machine, an electric kettle, and computers;
3) a smart meter, providing the full consumption of the site, and which is usually used for billing purposes;
4) an MS, collecting information from previous nodes, storing corresponding data, and providing visualization tools.

In the future, we planned to embed it with decision capabilities in order to automate decision and control of certain appliances.

This nanogrid is connected to a distributed architecture [18] that aims to interconnect different energy actors, and which is so far composed of the following:

1) a registration service (RS);
2) various ESs;
3) an ontology service (OS).

The former notably provides tools to search for and access to ES such as production or weather forecast, smart charging, etc. These services may help MSs efficiently manage the considered site as well as the deployed devices. For instance, a smart charging service provides on request the optimal profile for an EV to charge, based on given parameters (state-of-charge, parking duration, etc.). The latter provides tools to generate and understand semantic messages. Thus, it helps MSs automatically interpret messages coming from these devices.

Most of the monitored appliances used in this nanogrid are currently not “smart.” As a consequence, controllable monitoring nodes (Arduino and smart plugs) are used to actually monitor, as well as to control these appliances. These monitoring nodes measure instantaneous power consumption and/or production at regular intervals, referred as monitoring intervals (Mis) in the rest of this paper. However, as previously mentioned, these monitoring nodes are constrained.

Smart plugs that monitor the appliances are using the constrained application protocol (CoAP) over 6LoWPAN and IEEE 802.15.4 [19]. As a result, the payload that can be sent with these nodes is limited to 127-Bytes without considering CoAP and 6LoWPAN headers. Moreover, the intelligence of these plugs is very limited.

The Arduino that monitors the PV panel is using CoAP v1 over Ethernet. Thus, it is limited to one CoAP payload to transmit its information (block is not implemented in the library used3 and no fragmentation is, therefore, considered). As a consequence, the CoAP message sent by the Arduino is limited to fit in one UDP packet. Furthermore, we modified the CoAP library so that it operates as both a client and a server. Hence, the Arduino has less than 20% of available memory.

As a result, our monitoring nodes transmit messages continuously to the MS and are limited in terms of intelligence.

With the expected large number of smart appliances in the future, it is, therefore, of crucial importance to study and propose mechanisms that optimize and reduce monitoring data to be sent. Such solutions will also limit the impact of monitoring traffic on LANs, while benefiting to battery-operated nodes as they will reduce energy consumption.

3https://github.com/1248/microcoap

Listing 1: Turtle representation of PV panel message
```turtle
@prefix s:<http://purl.org/NET/seas#>.
@prefix e:<http://purl.org/NET/seas/eval#>.
@prefix r:<http://purl.org/NET/seas/quantity#>.
@prefix x:<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>.
@prefix q:<http://qudt.org/schema/qudt#>.
@prefix u:<http://qudt.org/vocab/unit#>.
@prefix coap://gasp.ddns.net/.
<pvpanel/1/power>a q:Quantity;
qu:quantityKind r:ElectricProduction.<pvpanel/1>a s:Sensor.]
```

```turtle
[]a e:Observation,e:
  InstantaneousEvaluation;
e:generatedBy<pvpanel/1>;
e:quantity<pvpanel/1/power>;
e:time''2015-11-06T15:36:33+01:00''^^x:dateTime;
e:constantValue[q:unit u:Watt;
  q:numericValue''22.45''^^x:double].
```
In this section, we particularly investigate the effect of monitoring and transmitting rates on the measurement accuracy, and we propose a light payload format. This study is performed on a PV panel monitoring use case. However, note that the proposed mechanisms can be used to monitor other devices in an efficient manner and at low cost.

A. Limiting the Payload to Its Minimum

Monitoring a device may take different forms, and the measured data can be formatted in many different ways. In particular, the data unit is often not determined a priori (e.g., what is the unit of a production measurement? Joule, Watts, or Watts/hour). In traditional approaches, the monitored data are sent in JSON [20] and parsed by the MS. However, this method is not suited for larger scale systems as a specific parser would be required for each incoming message. Semantic principles propose mechanisms to automatically interpret incoming messages. This interpretation is made possible by providing additional information that clearly describes the transmitted data. This solution offers the required adaptability to automate both monitoring and controlling of several devices with the least human intervention possible. It will also enable to dynamically change the structure of the data without having to modify the MS.

For instance, the code provided in Listing 1 is the semantic representation used for our PV production in the Turtle format [21]. In this semantic message, in addition to the measured data (i.e., timestamp and power), contextual information is given. It indicates that this is an electrical production, measured at a given time, by a sensor, from the PV panel number 1, in Watts. Additional information could be embedded as well, such as the PV panel temperature. However, the effective data only represent 5% of such messages, and the rest remains constant from one measurement to another. As monitoring data are expected to be sent several times during a day, sending semantic data descriptions in each message can introduce unnecessary overhead. Nevertheless, these descriptions could be stored once by MSs and used locally to automatically interpret future messages associated with them.

Therefore, we propose a templating mechanism that is used to both limit the payload to its minimum and offer flexibility. This mechanism consists of semantic templates and templating payloads. The latter provides a reference to the corresponding semantic template in addition to the measured data. Its format is depicted in Fig. 3 and is composed of the following:

1) a semantic template ID (STID, 4-Bytes): the unique Identifier (ID) of the semantic template required to interpret the following information in the packet;
2) the necessary values to be sent (the size of each value is described in the template).

The semantic template is merely the semantic data description of the received message without any measured value (e.g., depicted in green in the PV example of Listing 1). Indeed, measured values may vary over time and, therefore, will be sent periodically by the node. Instead, the template provides the binary length of each measured value. Thus, the MS could retrieve the corresponding values from the templating payload and fill in the template accordingly. As a result, the MS with semantic capabilities can automatically interpret any received information without being aware of the actual payload format.

In our nanogrid, instead of transmitting the full semantic message, the Arduino monitoring the PV panel will provide the three following values (as shown in Fig. 4):

1) STID: the ID of our semantic description (cf., Listing 1);
2) TS: the timestamp of the measured value in epoch format;
3) V: the measured instantaneous power in Watts.

However, this mechanism requires a method to retrieve templates corresponding to the received STIDs. MSs can request them from the available OS. This service provides tools to generate templates as well as associate them with unique IDs. MSs might also request them directly from devices sending templating messages, if they can store their templates. An MS receiving a new templating payload will have to retrieve the corresponding semantic template and fill it with the received data. This mechanism results in a reduction of the monitoring payload by limiting its content while offering flexibility, as receiving devices can automatically interpret these messages with given semantic tools.

B. Controlling Sleeping Periods

Sleeping techniques and duty cycling are key methods to reduce the footprint of monitoring tools. It can decrease the number of transmitted messages as well as the energy consumption of the monitoring system itself. Considering the intrinsic nature of the monitored equipment, sending periods can be defined. For instance, the consumption of a fridge is well known and has a constant switching consumption profile. It is, therefore, not necessary to monitor it continuously to determine its consumption, it is sufficient to transmit the fridge consumption status update (i.e., timestamp and consumption).

In case of a PV panel, it is straightforward that the energy production will only occur during daytime. Therefore, both the monitoring device and the PV panel (for the tracking system) should be in “sleeping” mode during the night. However, sunrise and sunset hours vary depending on both the location of the PV panel and the season. The monitoring system would then benefit to automatically adapt to these parameters.

In our testbed, the MS operates when the Arduino can send production measurements. Recall that due to the employed CoAP library, its processing capabilities are limited. Another advantage for such a configuration is that an MS will request these data only once and then can share them with its managed devices. To retrieve forecast timestamps of astronomical sunrise and sunset, the MS searches for a weather forecast service...
PV production measurement differences with various MIs. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the measurement differences that occurs between these five virtual PV panels. Each curve represents the production of a PV panel during three hours on November 2, 2016. As it can be observed, PV panels that are monitored every minute have an estimated daily production very similar to the baseline. During this period, for 60% of the days, the differences between these two intervals were nearly null. It also illustrates that when the MI increases, the daily production difference becomes higher.

Giving the results that we observed, the MI tradeoff is between 1 and 15 min. Using MI = 1 min gives a very precise estimation, while using MI = 15 min allows us to reduce by 99.9% the number of transmitted messages (the Arduino is sending only one message against 900 with MI = 1 s). Depending on the size of the PV installation and the usage of the production estimation, a given error can be tolerated. However, on even middle scale nanogrids, a 3% error in the production estimation can be important.

Fig. 7 illustrates that when the MI increases, the daily production difference becomes higher.

A well-known solution to limit the number of transmitted packets is to aggregate several measurements and send them altogether, referred as sampling rate (SR). As a result, instead of sending directly each measurement, the node waits for a given interval, i.e., sending interval (SI), before sending all stored measurements since the last packet transmission. The SR is, therefore, the relation between the SI and the MI. Such aggregation allows us to maintain a short MI, and thus reduce the estimation error, while keeping the network usage very low. However, this comes at the cost of additional delays. The MS will receive measurements after they were actually measured. Nevertheless, depending on the equipment monitored and the data usage, it might not be an issue to be less real time while providing accurate measurements. It is, therefore, possible to employ both the MI and the SI to reach an optimum. Based on the obtained results, a fair tradeoff between the accuracy and the network usage could be MI = 1 min and SI = 15 min.

The templating mechanism described in Section IV-A is particularly essential in this case, as it further reduces the payload in each packet. However, the associated template would have to be modified to consider the SR, i.e., sending several measurements at once. Note that, as previously mentioned, this semantic mechanism prevents from modifying the code at the MS, as it will “learn” from the new template how to decapsulate such a new payload.

As it is illustrated in Fig. 8, from now on, the monitoring node will send the MI value, followed by all the measured
values in addition to the usual STID and the timestamp of the first measurement from this set. Thus, the monitoring node only requires to set one timestamp per packet, instead of having one timestamp per measurement. The semantic template associated with this payload will give all the necessary information to interpret all these values, type, and units, as well as the length in the payload. This sampling aggregation solution increases the binary templating payload and, thus, may not be compatible with certain constrained nodes. Therefore, each scenario will have to determine its own tradeoff between data accuracy, reception delay, and payload size. In fact, the choice of both MI and SI will depend on the following:

1) the monitored equipment and its fluctuation rate;
2) the usage of collected measurements;
3) the capabilities of devices used.

In addition, the templating mechanism, associated with the semantic concepts, offers the opportunity for the MS to control these intervals on the fly. An MS would be able to request a monitoring node to change both its MI and SI based on certain information. For instance, we may consider that based on temperature forecasts, an MS could anticipate a household behavior (i.e., modifying the heating consumption) and adapt intervals accordingly.

This interval control would provide certain flexibility for local node management.

V. STUDY OF NETWORK LOSSES IMPACT

Sampling aggregation maintains a low number of transmitted messages and relevant data accuracy. However, it is prone to packet losses, especially under high SIs. In fact, losing a packet that is transmitted every hour, which may include several measurements, could affect negatively the estimation production. In our testbed, communication happens over Ethernet (on a private network), and thus, we achieve close to 100% network reliability. However, such a monitoring system could be performed over low power and lossy network (LLN) technologies, which are prone to packet losses [22].

A. Increasing Network Reliability

As TCP cannot be used at the transport layer over LLNs, and as a reliable mechanism at the application layer would be too costly to implement in a real infrastructure, we investigate how we can make an LLN more reliable at the MAC layer.

In the following, we demonstrate how a power line communication (PLC) line and a wireless link can be degraded due to external noises [23], [24] and demonstrate that by using multiple interfaces, we can enhance the packet delivery ratio (PDR) performance.

To this aim, we deploy an experiment consisting of two Itron smart meters, i.e., see Table I for setup details. The first meter acts as the source of the data packet (i.e., the monitoring node), while the other as the receiver (i.e., the MS). Two com-
communication technologies are used on both nodes: PLC and IEEE 802.15.4. We varied the link quality of the two interfaces over time by introducing white noise on the PLC link and reducing the transmission power for the other. We performed three experimental campaigns: 802.15.4 only, PLC only, and a hybrid configuration, where the two nodes can use both technologies. In the latter, we extend the algorithm from [25] that selects the best interface in order to let the sender use the other one in case of transmission failure.

Fig. 9 shows a comparison of PDR performances between PLC only and hybrid scenarios. In the PLC only case, when the noise exceeds −1 dBm, we notice that the link quality is decreasing, and thus, the PDR performance drops. On the contrary, when using both technologies, the PDR is always close to 100% for a radio link not really degraded (94.5% of radio PDR). However, even if the radio link is degraded (18.7% of radio PDR), the PDR decreases but remains above PLC only scenario.

Through this second experiment, we can make the following observations. First, we see that the link quality degrades essentially with the noise, leading to have a low PDR. Second, we show that by employing a hybrid network, we may maintain high level of PDR. However, when both links are bad, we observe a low reliability performance, which explains that mechanisms are required to limit the resulting losses.

B. Introducing a Redundancy Mechanism

In order to mitigate this packet loss, we introduce in our system the possibility to set a redundancy scheme. It allows for a monitoring node to add in its current messages some of the previous messages. Thus, a given packet will then not only contain the measurements taken during the last SI, but also the n previous ones [i.e., n is the redundancy rate (RR)]. For instance, let us consider that the Arduino uses the following parameters: MI = 5 min, SI = 15 min, and RR = 2. It will, therefore, send the current set of measurements as well as the last two sets of sent measurements. In such a configuration, the payload of the message sent to the MS will have nine production measurements, as illustrated in Fig. 10. For example, at 9:30, the Arduino will send the value measured from 9:15 (TS_{n}t o 9:30) as well as the stored data measured at 9:00 (TS_{n−1}) and at 8:45 (TS_{n−2}).

Table II illustrates the impact of a 10% NL on scenarios using different RR s as well as MI and SI. The results confirm that transmission losses have a significant impact on high SI. With NL = 10% and MI = 1 min, modifying the SI from 1 min to 1 h increases the production estimation error by 7%. However, the redundancy mechanism allows the system to recover from packet losses and, thus, lowers the resulting error.

As previously mentioned, the payload size depends on both the SR and the RR. In order to study the tradeoff between accuracy, delay, and payload size, Fig. 11 presents the relation between the size of the payload (when considering that each binary value within this payload has a 4-Byte length) and the weekly production error. Solid lines represent the error evolution, with different MI and SI and, so, payload sizes, while the dotted lines represent the same error evolution, but with RR = 1.

As it can be observed, the effect of NL is absorbed by using both low SI and MI (every second or minute). However, as expected, these losses have a more significant impact when higher SIs are employed. Nevertheless, for RR = 1, the weekly production error is divided by 2, which is already greatly enhancing the results, whereas, for RR = 2, the production error reaches the threshold set by MIs.

This study helps us determine that for a PV production monitoring, the daily production error is lowered to 0.06% with the following configuration: MI = 1 min, SI = 15 min, and RR = 1. In our testbed, with this configuration, the payload sent by the Arduino is of 140-Bytes, which is fairly low and fits into one CoAP payload.
TABLE II  
COMPARISON OF PV PRODUCTION ESTIMATION ERROR (IN %) DURING WEEK B WITH AND WITHOUT RR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Interval</th>
<th>Second 0.00</th>
<th>Minute 0.39</th>
<th>5 min 2.53</th>
<th>15 min 1.39</th>
<th>30 min 6.30</th>
<th>1 h 33.30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NL=0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Rate</td>
<td>RR=0</td>
<td>RR=1</td>
<td>RR=0</td>
<td>RR=1</td>
<td>RR=0</td>
<td>RR=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>8.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>25.92</td>
<td>12.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>48.06</td>
<td>24.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>36.31</td>
<td>18.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>25.28</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>−1.39</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With 10% Network Losses (NL = 0.1)

| Sampling Rate       | RR=0        | RR=1        | RR=0       | RR=1        | RR=0       | RR=1      |
| 1                   | 0.02        | 0.01        | 0.50       | 0.25        | 2.53       | 1.27      |
| 5                   | 0.19        | 0.10        | 5.06       | 2.53        | 17.25      | 8.62      |
| 15                  | 0.12        | 0.06        | 5.22       | 2.61        | 25.92      | 12.96     |
| 30                  | 2.92        | 1.46        | 12.75      | 6.37        | 48.06      | 24.03     |
| 60                  | 0.06        | 0.03        | 7.36       | 3.68        | 36.31      | 18.16     |
| 300                 | 0.15        | 0.08        | 25.28      | 12.64       | NA         | NA        |
| 900                 | −1.39       | −0.7        | NA         | NA          | NA         | NA        |

Fig. 11. Redundancy effect on weekly production estimation.

Under these parameters, we have approximately increased the payload by 10, compared to a configuration where both the MI and the SI equal 1 min.

However, we have reduced traffic by almost 900 sent packets, compared to a naive approach where the Arduino was sending measurements every second.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a set of schemes to limit the impact of monitoring nodes on LANs. In fact, with the increasing energy demand and the popularization of local renewable production, systems that manage both consumption and production phases will be required in the future. Several mechanisms have been proposed in this paper to optimize the monitoring traffic. For these mechanisms, we define several parameters such as MI and SI, as well as an RR. The optimal value for these parameters severely depends on the type of the monitored equipment, the data usage, and the constraints of monitoring nodes and might also be subjective to users. In this paper, we identify some best practices depending on device behavior or usage.

For instance, it is not necessary to continuously send measurements for “switching” equipment, such as lights, which have an almost fixed consumption. It is sufficient to provide a status notification message, which includes a timestamp and the new consumption value.

For equipment that has variable and possibly unpredictable consumption or production such as devices with heating elements or used for renewable energy production, both the MI and the SI should be set in order to capture all fluctuations. For instance, our study concludes that for a PV monitoring system, an MI of 1 min and an SI of 15 min provide good results.

Finally, the proposed templating mechanism enables the MS to remotely control these parameters, for instance, based on external information. It offers the possibility to adapt the data granularity based on requirements. All these mechanisms provide higher flexibility to the system and could significantly enhance node configuration and, thus, scalability.

Our ongoing research work consists of further developing the intelligence integration of the MS and allows it to take decisions related to monitoring and control of equipment. In order to reach an optimal level of management, the MS would have to retrieve requirements and information from the nodes, the users (to avoid any undesired equipment unavailability), and the grid. Based on these data, it will have to determine optimal rules to efficiently control each node within the group that it manages. The MS will then take decisions such as: 1) shifting the consumption in time; 2) using local production to compensate any new consumption without overloading the grid; or 3) using stored energy; and perhaps 4) switching off some consuming devices.
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